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TM VERSUS TM, PINK VERSUS PINK, 1995 VERSUS 2018

I n 2017, TM Racing celebrated 
its 40th anniversary. Over the 
years, TM Motorcycles has had 

color schemes of red, orange, hot 
pink and, for the last 20 years, blue. 
The most memorable color was the 
bright pink motif. Some asked, “What 
were they thinking?”, while others 
thought it was the hottest thing on 
two wheels. There was no in-be-
tween—people loved it or hated it. 
Although everyone agreed the color 
stood out and brought attention to the 
TM brand, there was no consensus on 
whether it was a good or bad idea. 
One thing was sure—TM’s founding 
fathers, Claudio Flenghi (Mr. Engine) 
and Francesco Battistelli (Mr. Frame), 
didn’t care. They wanted to make 
TMs for the few, not the many. They 
wanted to be different, and they were. 

Finding a pink TM is harder than 
you may think. TM prides itself on its 

Italian craftsmanship, not speed and 
efficiency like the “Big Four” Japanese 
manufacturers. TM hand-makes less 
than 2000 units globally per year. 
KTM produces around 160,000 per 
year. Additionally, less than 200 TMs 
are imported to the United States a 
year—and, over the majority of the 
last 40 years, there have been no TMs 
crossing the ocean. If you’ve never 
seen a true-to-life pink TM, don’t fret. 
They are rare.

So, we were surprised when U.S. 
importer Ralf Schmidt brought us his 
pink 1995 TM MX250. Ralf also gave 
us a 2018 TM MX250 that he had 
decked out in retro-pink plastic. Ralf 
wanted us to test the 1995 TM MX250 
against the 2018 TM MX250. We 
didn’t get it. What was the point of 
comparing a 23-year-old bike against 
a new-age 2018 Italian stallion? We 
hemmed and hawed and told Ralf 

that we were really busy and weren’t 
sure when we could get to it, but Ralf 
was persistent. To be honest, no one 
from the MXA wrecking crew wanted 
to ride a 23-year-old vintage bike. It 
would be like going to Tom White’s 
Early Years of Motocross museum and 
rolling one of his “Classic Iron” bikes 
out to race in the AMA 250 Nationals. 
Normally, MXA test riders jump at the 
chance to be the rider selected, but 
this time they were as quiet as church 
mice. We decided to play a game of 
Rochambeau (better known as rock, 
paper, scissors) to see who would 
have to ride the pink dinosaur. Out of 
the five test riders, two losers would 
get the gig.

But, before we tell you what hap-
pened in the game of Rochambeau, 
we are going to let Ralf tell you a 
story about the significance of what 
he calls the “Pink Jumper,” then we 
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One of these bikes is 23 years 
old and the other is brand new 
(albeit disguised in pink plastic). 
We decided to do a shootout 
between them. Don’t laugh.
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SUPPLIER LIST 
www.tmracing-usa.com
www.dunlopmotorcycletires.com
www.pro-x.com
www.n2dirt.net
www.galferusa.com

Two decades of development meant 
that the 2018 TM MX250 was faster, 
but the 1995 TM MX250 had charms 
of its own. You will be surprised. 
Don’t judge a book by its cover. 
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will get back to how the test went. 
Take it away, Ralf. 

“It was 2013 when I found a factory 
1983 TM MX125 while browsing the 
World Wide Web. It was mostly red 
with a blue seat and had an aluminum 
gas tank. It was at a dealership in 
Belgium, and the dealer didn’t know 
the rarity of what he had sitting in his 
shop. It was one of five factory TM 
MX125s with Full Floater suspension. 
I was more than happy to hand him 
an envelope of cash to add the bike 
to my collection. The Belgian dealer 
had a huge shop. It was spread out 
in endless small sheds and buildings 
(like you see in “American Pickers”). 
I asked him, ‘You wouldn’t happen 
to have any other TMs rotting away 
somewhere in your shop, would you?’” 

“‘Yeah,’ he replied. ‘I have a pink 
1995 TM MX250, but it has no com-
pression. You can have it cheap.’ It 
looked so awful that even cheap was 
still too much. The seat was torn. The 

pipe was beat up and the pink plastic 
was so faded that it looked like it had 
sat in the desert sun for years. And, 
like he said, the bike had no com-
pression. I wanted it. No, I needed 
it! I thought, what the heck? For 200 
bucks, what could go wrong? It was 
a two-stroke; how bad could it be? 
So, I bought it. A week later, I took 
off the cylinder. It wasn’t too bad. 
A new piston, fresh oil, a clean carb 
and two kicks later it fired right up. I 
walked around that bike and thought 
to myself, ‘What a hideous bike.’ It 
was then that I saw the sticker on the 
front fender that said ‘Pink Jumper.’ 

“The bike was so ugly it was cool. 
So, I brought it out to one of the 
National races in Holland and rolled 
up to the starting line. It had the same 
old faded plastic (except I added zip-
ties to hold it together), a bald tire and 
leaking fork seals, but I thought, ‘Let’s 
have some fun with this 18-year-old 
bike.’ In the staging area, everybody 

was making fun of me for riding the 
Pink Jumper. That was until practice 
was over. I qualified second fastest 
riding against guys with new-age 
smokers and 450cc machines that 
had A-Kit suspension and hopped-up 
engines. I couldn’t believe how well I 
could ride that bike. I remember lining 
up for the first moto. The guy next to 
me on his brand-new Husqvarna said, 
‘How in the world did you get a better 
lap time than me on that pile of dung? 
You must have cut the track!’” 

“I replied, ‘Don’t worry, I won’t be in 
your way this moto. You’ll only see me 
when I pass you, or maybe twice when 
I lap you.’ We both laughed. At the 
end of the day, I ended up going 3-2 
for second overall. The bald tire didn’t 
help much off the start, so I didn’t get 
the holeshot and had to pass my Husky 
friend. It was a great feeling to pass 
guys on $9000 bikes on a used TM that 
I bought for $200, plus $100 in parts.” 

“I loved that bike. The suspension 
was soft with oil dripping out of the 
forks, but the bike did nothing wrong. 
The Pink Jumper made a statement 
that day. When I returned a few 
weeks later with new tires, the compe-
tition wasn’t cracking jokes anymore. 
Two years in a row, I won my class 
at the TM des Nations event. The bike 
is still in Europe, and at next year’s 
TM des Nations, I will be there on the 
Pink Jumper to defend my title.

It wasn’t easy to get an aluminum-framed 
2018 TM MX250 to look like a steel-framed 
1995 TM, but the shocking pink went a 
long way to distracting the human eye. 
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“Ever since I moved to the United 

States, I’ve longed for another pink 
TM. It took some time, but I finally 
found a pink 1995 TM MX250. I call 
it, ‘The Return of the Pink Jumper,’ 
and it is my tribute to the bike I have 
in Europe.”
1995 TM MX250 VERSUS THE 
2018 TM MX250

After a round of rock, paper, scis-
sors, it was MXA’s Daryl Ecklund and 
Dennis Stapleton who were assigned 
the test job that no one wanted. 
That was when Ralf told them that 
he wasn’t sure that the 1995 model 
would even start, which was just 
fine with them. But, after three kicks, 
it fired up. Dennis and Daryl looked 
at each other knowing one of them 
would have to ride it first—and nei-
ther one wanted to be the guinea 
pig. They played another game of 
Rochambeau, with the loser getting 
the pink 1995 TM and the winner get-
ting the remodeled pink 2018 model. 
Dennis’ scissors beat Daryl’s paper, 

but it didn’t really matter, since they 
had to switch back and forth for the 
duration of the test. 

Both riders rolled to the big Glen 
Helen National track on their pink 
steeds and watched heads turn as 
they rode through the pits. There was 
no messing around as they blasted 
down the start straight towards the 
massive Talladega first turn. At this 
point, Dennis on the 2018 TM MX250 
had left Daryl in the dust. It looked 
like it would be a short shootout, as 
the old iron looked to be outmatched 
by the new metal. Then, something 
amazing happened. In the rough chop 
and tight corners, Daryl, on his ancient 
warrior of a bike, started to make up 
ground. Suddenly, they were neck and 
neck. The race was on for the two 
former AMA National riders. After a 
few laps of cat-and-mouse, they came 
into the pits. Daryl was beaming with 
excitement as he pulled in and told 
Dennis, “You have to ride this hunk-
of-junk!” 

They switched bikes and, as a courte-
sy, Daryl, now on the 2018 TM MX250, 
gave Dennis a few bike lengths’ lead 
going into Talladega. When Daryl 
caught up to the back fender of the 
1995 TM MX250, the war began. 
Dennis pulled a few bike lengths on 
Daryl through the rough parts of the 
track, and Daryl gapped Dennis on 
the big hills. Pretty soon, the racing 
changed from friendly test riding to a 
very intense game of winner-take-all. 
Swerving, blocking and tricky moves 
were employed in every corner. The 
bike they had been afraid to ride, they 
were now hucking over big jumps. 

Both Daryl and Dennis said the 
1995 bike was underpowered, but 
because it had a low center of gravity 
and plush suspension, they could hit 
bumps harder and go through corners 
faster. They didn’t want to stop riding. 
They would come back into the pits, 
get more gas, switch bikes and go 
back out. When asked if they could 
race a 23-year-old bike, they both said, 
“Yeah,” in unison. The professional 
opinion was that the 1995 TM MX250 
was every bit as much fun to ride as 
the $7000-more-expensive 2018 model. 
Maybe Ralf was on to something. 

Do you really need the latest and 
greatest machinery to have fun? Nope, 
nada, nyet, nein—not when passing 
guys on your 23-year-old bike feels 
just like winning a Grand Prix. ❏

The MXA test riders didn’t want 
to ride the ancient MX250, but 
once they did, we couldn’t get 
them off it.
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